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Consumer interaction and engagement are vital
components to help marketers maintain a lasting
relationship with their customers. By developing
positive relationships with consumers, businesses
can better maintain their customers’ loyalty. Diverse
Methods in Customer Relationship Marketing and
Management is a critical scholarly resource that
examines how marketing has shifted to a
relationship-oriented model. Due to this, there is an
increased need for customer relationship marketing
and management to emerge as an invaluable
approach to strengthening companies and the
customer experience. Featuring coverage on a wide
range of topics such as relational marketing
technology acceptance model, and consumer buying
behavior, this book is a vital resource for marketing
professionals, managers, retailers, advertising
executives, academicians, and researchers seeking
current research on the challenges and opportunities
in customer relationship marketing and
management.
Advertising, Gender and Society explores
contemporary social-psychological theory and
original research that examines the portrayal of
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gender in advertising. It reports empirical data,
discusses the social implications of gendered
advertising and comments on the relevant 2019 ASA
rules. Zawisza-Riley analyses theories such as
stereotype content and elaboration likelihood
models, stereotype threat and ambivalent sexism
theories, the selectivity hypothesis as well as implicit
and embodied cognition to illuminate the
relationships between sex, gender and advertising in
cultural and social contexts. The author thus
examines the portrayal of gender in advertising, its
effectiveness and effect on audiences and the ways
in which audiences, marketers and policy-makers
can mitigate potential harm of gendered advertising.
She offers theory extension and novel application of
existing theory and research to the subject of gender
advertising. Advertising, Gender and Society is ideal
for students, academics and professionals in the
fields of psychology, gender and media studies as
well as marketing, advertising and policy-making.
This book represents the first ever published introduction
to the comparative study of traditional Asian literatures,
embracing three vast literary zones: Arab-Islamic, IndoSouth East Asian and Sino-Far Eastern. The aim of the
book is to outline the main properties of Asian literatures
in the period of 'reflective traditionalism' (the early
centuries CE to the first half of the 19th century), when
the creation of a vast body of aesthetically significant
works was coupled with the emergence of literary selfPage 2/6
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awareness: when the nature of the creative process, the
poetics and functions of the literary works, and the ways
of their influence on the reader were thoroughly
comprehended and committed to writing for the first time.
The book is intended for specialists in Asian literatures,
comparative literature, and literary theory, and for
students of these topics.
This book provides a comprehensive description of
traditional and innovative forest-based bioproducts, from
pulp and paper, wood-based composites and wood fuels
to chemicals and fiber-based composites. The
descriptions of different types of forest-based
bioproducts are supplemented by the environmental
impacts involved in their processing, use, and end-of-life
phase. Further, the possibility of reusing, recycling and
upgrading bioproducts at the end of their projected life
cycle is discussed. As the intensity of demand for forest
biomass is currently changing, forest-based industries
need to respond with innovative products, business
models, marketing and management. As such, the book
concludes with a chapter on the bioproducts business
and these products’ role in bioeconomies.
Polemic Paper from the year 2018 in the subject
Pedagogy - Common Didactics, Educational Objectives,
Methods, grade: 1, language: English, abstract:
Educational transition has led to the development of new
approaches for the 21st Century education. The
emergence of online learning in the 1990s seems to
have changed the relevance of traditional education.
This can be attributed to the current social change and
technological development. Ordinarily, the principal
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reason for learning is to acquire intellectual knowledge,
but the element of usefulness of the acquired knowledge
has become the key determinant of the mode of learning.
Traditional and online education exhibits varied
characteristics, which are useful in elucidating their
similarities and differences. Concisely, characteristics of
online education imply that learners assume full
responsibility in the learning process. On the other hand,
traditional education is characterized with shared
responsibility between learners and instructors.
Similarities between online and traditional education can
be outlined with regard to reference materials,
assignments, exams and the role of instructors in the
learning process. All curricula involve assignments and
exams for evaluating the learners' understanding of
coursework and reference materials; either printed or
electronic are intended to be used by students to extent
their knowledge on different concepts. On the other
hand, the two systems manifest differences in flexibility,
interaction, communication, learning mode and skills
development. Traditional education uses the classroom
setup, whereas online learning is computer-based. In
conclusion, traditional education holds high values over
online education, especially with regard to the
equivalency theory. Its high value is attributable to the
face-to-face aspect, which enhances skills development
among learners.
In the twenty-first century technology has become global,
and firms compete using knowledge and capital. The
‘traditional firm’ has a need for innovation and depends
on efficient knowledge management to improve
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productivity. This book examines five firms that produce
the same commodity, white chicken meat, in different
parts of the world and under very different conditions. It
brings to bear the expertise and international
perspectives of the author team, utilizing theoretical
discussions and case studies to address the question:
How do local firms use knowledge to compete in an
increasingly globalized world? This book will be of
interest to any postgraduate student, researcher or
policymaker hoping to achieve a firmer grasp of
innovation and knowledge management: a recurring and
highly pertinent theme in contemporary economics.
A unique approach to managing projects combining the
principles of sustainable management theory with the
currently established project management theory, in an
applied context. Written by a team of international
experts, it tackles issues such as digital transformation,
smart cities, green project management, CSR and more.
The cost to conduct the distance learning course was
much lower than the traditional course.
Recommendations were made to research why the
distance learning course had a higher student
completion rate. An additional recommendation was
made to evaluate transforming the current online
platform utilized into a more effective tool.

Using computers in the elementary band classroom
is still a very uncommon phenomenon. It is a
continuing challenge to impose regular practice for
beginning band. It is impossible for the beginning
student to differentiate what is right and what is
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wrong musically in their own playing because of the
limitations due to lack of experience. The study will
attempt to show how a computer software package
called "SmartMusic" can help increase the quality of
at home practice in beginning elementary band
students. It will also demonstrate the regained
teaching time for band directors that use the
software effectively. Using forty-three elementary
beginning band students, the study will compare the
ability of students to proceed at a faster pace and
will compare the times spent in home practice with
instant musical feedback to those who have
traditional methods of practice without any feedback
what so ever. A random sampling of students will be
provided with a laptop computer that is load with
"SmartMusic" and will be allowed to use them for
their first year of beginning band.
Contents: Insecurity Among Pavement Dwellers,
Research Methodology, Permanent Pavement
Dwellers, Hawkers: Part Time Pavement Dwellers,
Summary and Conclusions.
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